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Key takeaways – Sea change is here

• NEW awareness and NEW goals for policy.

• Experiments with NEW tools and framework.

• NEW is hard. NEW is uncertain. NEW has enemies.



New Awareness – Systemic Racism



New Awareness – Burdens on Parents



New Awareness – Broken Delivery Systems



New Goals – Full Employment NOW



New Goals – Reduce inequality



New goals – Don’t overreact to inflation



New Approaches – Fiscal policy

• Cash transfers: stimulus payments, regular child 
benefits, universal basic income.

• Big deficit spending: Federal debt well above GDP. 
Modern Monetary Theory.

• More education: free post-secondary training and 
college; pre-K; and daycare. Student loan forgiveness. 



New Approaches – Monetary policy

• Dual mandate: elevate maximum employment 
mandate to efforts on stable prices mandate.

• Inflation: shift from actual inflation not expected 
inflation in policy decisions. Target average inflation.

• Racial equity: grapple with how national policy affects 
marginalized groups. Diversify leadership at the Fed.



Old is new again – Bring back the best

• Activist fiscal policy: Big new programs and lofty 
goals like with New Deal, post WWII, Great Society.

• Automatic stabilizers: tie more safety net programs in 
recessions to economic conditions not politics. 

• Safety net more cash transfers than tax incentives. 
Money to families not tied to work. 



Change is hard - Don’t hold your breath

• Old guard in economics is fighting to retain power—
focus on inflation, targeting, small government, etc.

• Research and data to support new experiments not
well developed, albeit growing. Policy moving faster.

• Current are not NOT going to end systemic racism, 
climate change, and deep poverty. Raise false hopes.



AND change is a moral imperative
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